AGAPE: Love From Above To Our Community Agency Fund
GIFTS
Anonymous
Donald D. Diltz
Frank & Kathy Edwards
William Kuprevich D.O.
Teresa J. McCormick
Sherry and Melinda Valencik
   In Memory of Ray F. Edwards

Autoneum North America, Inc. Employees Disaster Fund
GIFTS
Don

Berwick Area School District
Class of 1950
GIFTS
Berwick High School Class of 1950

Berwick Area School District
Dr. Ralph J. and RJ Norce Strive Scholarship
GIFTS
Anonymous
Thomas and Catherine Becker
   In Memory of Dr. Ralph Norce
Thomas B. and Laurie W. Burkholder
   In Memory of RJ Norce
For The Cause, Inc.
Dr. Brian J. Gasper and Family
   In Memory of RJ Norce
Anthony Lovecchio
   In Memory of Ralph J. Norce III
Martz Enterprises
Jeffrey J. and Amanda J. Stutzman
Joseph Yatko
   In Memory of Ralph J. Norce III

Berwick Arts Fund (new)
GIFTS
Friends of Berwick Arts Fund
Berwick Catholic Education Fund

**GIFTS**
Anonymous
Friends of the Berwick Catholic Education Fund
Jim Hyde

Berwick Mayor’s Charities Fund

**GIFTS**
Friends of the Berwick Mayor’s Charities Fund
Larry C. Frace Inspections, LLC

Beyond Violence Agency Fund

**GIFTS**
James and Jennifer Hyde

Brighter Christmas Fund (Non-Endowed)

**GIFTS**
Sandra C. Adkins
Maureen Alderfer
  
  *In Memory of Maurice and Dorothy Hills*
Cindy & Tom Allen & Family
  
  *In Honor of Our First Responders & Frontline Workers. Thank you for your dedication and service.*
Walter R. and Maureen A. Andrzejewski
Anonymous (181)

Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Jack and Betty Watts*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Paul and Alma Kenvin*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of S.J.U.C.C. of O.C.*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of In Loving Memory-Delbert Doty and Gordon Lutz-In Honor of Dr. Roger Crake*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of George Fetterman, Pete Heckman, Gerald Hicks, Tom Kuchka, Chick Lockard, Bill McAfee, Russell Parker, and Robert Sitter*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Salvatore and Rosa (Gerace), Costello family of LaSalle St., Ross and Betty (Faust), Leo and Sue (Wolchanski), Sara and Mike (Tantio), Anna and Tony (Melito), Louise and Mike (Norce), Angeline and Richard B. (Whitmire)*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of loved ones*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Alan C Nagle*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Charlotte Wawroski*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of My mother, Helen Adams*
Anonymous
  
  *In Memory of Nevin H Scholl*
Anonymous
  In Memory of Eleanor Zeisloft, Harold Zeisloft and Miller Zeisloft
Anonymous
  In Honor of All Nurses and Aides-Spruce Wing-BRV II
Anonymous
  In Honor of childhood memories
Anonymous
  In Memory of Eileen Hower
Anonymous
  In Memory of Mark & Chris Confer; Paul & Helen Moskaluk; Ernest Creasy; and Joy Schlieder
Anonymous
  In Memory of Frank Diehl
Anonymous
  In Memory of William F. Hess
Anonymous
  In Honor of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
Anonymous
  In Memory of Patricia Moyer Parker
Anonymous
  In Memory of Jude A. Mack O’Bee
Anonymous
  In Honor of Rev. Steve and Dawn Hummel
Anonymous
  In Memory of Eda Bessie and C. Stuart Edwards
Anonymous
  In Memory of Joseph and Donald
Anonymous
  In Memory of Kay DeHaven
Anonymous
  In Memory of Angelo James Tuzzi
Anonymous
  In Memory of Reuben Herman
Anonymous
  In Honor of Jesus, our Redeemer
Anonymous
  In Honor of Jesus and loved ones
Anonymous
  In Memory of Marvin, Anna and Thomas Kapuschinsky. Kale and Geraldine Andreas
Anonymous
  In Memory of Mr. & Mrs. Charles Dreisbach, and Mrs. Teresa Mason
Anonymous
  In Memory of I.B. homeboys
Anonymous
  In Honor of the volunteers of the Brighter Christmas Fund
Anonymous
  In Memory of Katie Knorr
Anonymous
  In Memory of Sharon Steiner and Mackenzie Milheim
Anonymous
  In Memory of Mr. Strausser and his generosity to those in need
Anonymous
  In Honor of Office Co-Workers at Techniserv, Inc.
Anonymous
  In Memory of Joseph P. and Mary M. Ringes
Anonymous
  In Memory of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beishline
Anonymous
  *In Memory of my hubby, Bill*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of My dad, Ed Severa*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Patricia Gensemer and Brandon Burlsworth*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of R.C. Bachman*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Christopher Gegwich*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Rose Marie DePoe*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Our Loved Parents and Family, In Honor of Children, Spouse and Grandchildren*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of John and Julia*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Barb and Roland Confer*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Geisinger Placement Services*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Archie, Carol, Joan and Cheryl Hilkert*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Julia, Seth, Frankie, Emily, Freddy, Elizabeth, Eva, Braelyn, Indi, Alex, and Cash*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Teachers*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Pastor Margie McCarty*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of Granddaughters*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Lou Ramos*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Mom and Dad*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Mackenzie Milheim*
Anonymous
  *In Honor of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and Loved Ones*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Richard and Lois Howe*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Teresa A. Frey*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Connie*
Anonymous
  *In Memory of Donald Fetterman, Lois F. Stauder, Charles and Ruth Pelton*
Lynn and Sally Appelman
APREME Club of Catawissa
  *In Honor of Drue Ammerman of Oppenheimer & Co.*
Kip, Merry, and Rebecca Armstrong
Dale E. and Dawn Baer
  *In Memory of Mike and Emma Sharbaugh*
Diane Baker
  *In Memory of Charles Baker, NYPD*
Richard and Connie Ball
Dave Baran and Mary Rose Shaylor
Gregory J. and Sandra A. Barkus
Charles and Carol Bartenbach
Richard L. and Carla J. Bartles
Edith Barton Family
  In Memory of Aunt May
Marie Bassett
  In Honor of Ty Bassett
Richard C. Baubles
Kathy Becker
  In Memory of Dr. Bruce Becker
Kaye Berg
  In Memory of loved ones
Rich and Joanne Berkheiser
  In Memory of Ann T. Harrison
Berwick Senior Center Thrift Store
Berwick Seventh Day Adventist Church
M. J. and Barbara L. Beshore
Beta Sigma Phi Penna Laureate Zeta Epsilon
Bill's Auto Shop
  In Memory of Bea & Malcolm Hirleman; Kathryn & Doyle Edgar
Doyle and Linda Bird
Billie M. and Warren Blakeney
Gail and Tom Blass
  In Memory of John and Sara Blass
Carl A. Bloom, Jr.
  In Memory of Clyde & Arline Whitmire, David Watts & Tina Nelson
Louise Blue
  In Memory of Dorothy Fry Ross
Braelyn and Brielle Bolinsky
  In Memory of Grandpa Joe
David and Linda Booth
Ann L. Bower
  In Memory of Foster and Carmen Young
Trudy Bower
  In Honor of Henry Bower
Martin and Jeanne Bozich
BPO Elks No. 436 Charity Fund
John B.
Harold & Kay Brecht
  In Honor of Eleanor Hanley
  In Memory of William Brecht; Fred Hanley; George and Margaret Rohrbach
Cary F. and Gloria D. Breech
  In Memory of my parents and also to honor workers at Emmanuel Nursing Home
Dolores and Charles Brennan
  In Memory of Edna Doyle
Richard and Alison Briggs
Judy and Tom Brokenshire
  In Memory of our parents and grandson Gavin Kopp
Gerald L. and Suzanne P. Burge Jr.
Janet F. Burkett
  In Memory of J. Edward Burkett
Wayne and Connie Burkhardt
  In Memory of loved ones
Debra Cain
  In Memory of Douglas Cain
Cale, Phillip and Catie  
*In Memory of Opa and Pappy Phill*

Bill Calhoun and Jill Carlson  
Canby Lutheran Church

Kenneth P. and Donna M. Carlson  
*In Memory of Ivan and Josephine Carlson, Paul Kuntz, James Kuntz*

Vicki Carr  
*In Memory of My Parents and Grandparents*

Joseph P. and Charlotte D. Casarella  
Rose Marie Casazza  
*In Memory of Wally Casazza & Joseph Marsilio*

Richard P. Cashman  
Cathy and Bob  
*In Memory of Barbara Neuhard*

Century 21 Covered Bridges Realty, Inc.  
Sharon Chapman  
*In Memory of Ed Chapman*

Anna Mae Chernesky  
Douglas R. and Nancy Vanpelt Chiado  
Linda E. Chichilitti and David R. Keller  
*In Honor of Those lives lost to the virus*

Central United Methodist Women  
Gordon and Mary Clapp  
*In Memory of Noah Frost Clapp*

David C. Cleaver  
*In Memory of C. Perry Cleaver, M.D. and Gertrude C. Cleaver, R.N.*

Helen R. Cleaver  
*In Honor of Health Care Providers*

The Clubhouse  
Beverly J. Collins  
*In Honor of grandchildren - Jacob, Jade, Brooklyn*

Community of Christ  
Edward and Mary Connell  
The Conville Family  
*In Honor of Glenn Halterman*

Linda Jean Cook  
*In Memory of Iva Trumbore*

David H. and Tana G. Cooper  
*In Memory of Jane and Charles Ross*

Corky & Joanne  
*In Memory of Harry & Marie Terwilliger, Janet Wengert*

Karen Jean and John C. Cotter  
Bob Coy  
Robert and Lynn Cromley  
*In Memory of Robert and Barbara Cromley & Jay and Marie Landon*

Wally and Dani Crossley  
*In Memory of Elijah and Sara Crossley and Dave and Lynne Gunsallus*

Richard B. and Linda J. Crouse  
Bernard J. and Carole J. Dalton Sr.  
Frank S. and Sandra W. Davis  
Holly and Mark Dawson  
*In Memory of Myrtle Fisher*

Alan Dehaven  
*In Memory of Kay DeHaven*

Dean E. and Joanne S. Delsite  
Terry and Linda Dent
George W. DePoe
  In Memory of Rose Marie DePoe
Kathie DiPippa
  In Memory of Father Mammarella
Don, Jeff and Bart
  In Memory of Nan Pursel
Lily Donald
  In Honor of the 5th grade teachers at CCMS by Lily Donald ~ Merry Christmas!
Elizabeth and Rand Dowd/Whipple
  In Memory of Jill Everett
Judith Downing
  In Memory of All those who lost their lives to COVID 19
Joseph R. and Kathy A. Duda
  In Memory of Ted Stuban and John Stuban, II
Bobby and Shirley Dugan
Kay and Bill Duncan
  In Memory of Harry, Florence & Chris Loreman - Cecelia Latorre - Brenda Palazzo
Orval E.
  Ebenezer United Methodist Church
Myron P. Eckerth
Bob and Elaine Edwards
  In Memory of our parents
Frank & Kathy Edwards
Emanuels Reformed Church of Mainville
Stephen D. and Diane L. Engelhardt
Gayle Thomas Eppley and Patricia A. Thomas
  In Memory of Robert L. Thomas, Kathryn and Edward Graham
Gary and Joan Erwine
Evansville United Methodist Church
Terry A. and Melissa L. Everhart
  In Memory of Parents
Stephen Paul Ey erly
  In Honor of Pete and Leni Ey erly
Will and Connie Fairchild
  In Memory of Parents, Daughter and Grandson
Kay Fairley
  In Memory of David Fairley
Edward M. and Judith Fannon
Toni and Cliff Farides
A Farm Bureau Member
Shelley Farrell
  In Memory of my mother
M. K. Farver
Carl and Joyce Fedako
Marc and Julie Fedder
Chris and Diane Fellin
Neil J. and Janet S. Fenstemaker
Jay and Dotty Fenstemaker
  In Memory of our daughter Linda Sue Fenstemaker
Linda E. Fetterman
  In Memory of Gregg Fetterman
Randall N. and Penny K. Fetterman
  In Memory of our parents
First Presbyterian Church, Bloomsburg
First Reformed United Church of Christ, Berwick
Fisk Family Trust
Jane Strausser Foust  
*In Memory of Lannah Marie Christine Foust*

Daryl Fridley

Charles and Nancy Gale  
*In Memory of Kristin Lynn Gale*

Robert and Wendy Garrison  
*In Memory of Scott and Jane Garrison*

Mark Gatski and Cathy Nicolardi  
*In Memory of Dr. Robert and Betty Gatski*

Maurice and Sandra Geary

Glenda H. and Frank D. Gehrig

R & S Gensel

Gensemer Family  
*In Memory of Bill Gensemer*

George and Jill  
*In Memory of Jack Johnson*

Keith and Brenda Gibson  
*In Memory of John and Betty Brent*

Gloria, Nancy and Keith II  
*In Memory of Keith A. Young*

Mark and Jeanie Golden  
*In Honor of our servicemen and women deployed*

Mr. Edmund T. and Mrs. Elizabeth Golomg, Jr.

Carl L. Gordner  
*In Memory of Shirley L. Gordner*

David and Donna Gototweski, Sr.  
*In Memory of The Gototweski Family*

Grace United Church of Christ Ladies Guild  
*In Honor of our church family*

Paul and Beckey Greenly  
*In Honor of our friends and neighbors*

Greg and Debb

Lewis R. and Janet E. Griffiths  
*In Memory of Lewie Griffiths*

Richard and Kay Haas  
*In Honor of our family*

Randy A. and Denise A. Hack  
*In Memory of Clifford and Martha Kline and Russell Hack*

Halterman-Mitchell Family  
*In Honor of Deb and Glenn Halterman*

*In Honor of Karen and Dan Thrasher*

Glenn E. and Deborah E. Halterman  
*In Memory of Walter Halterman and Gerald and Marjorie Edwards*

Dr. Marika Handakas

Bonnie and Jim Haney  
*In Memory of loved ones*

Paul, Jenn, Matthew, and Barbara Haney  
*In Memory of Matthew C. Haney*

Harry & Linda

Randall, Patricia and Timothy Hart

Gahrad L. and Mary L. Harvey

Hon. George C. Hasay

Mary Haupt  
*In Memory of Dick Haupt-by his wife, children and grandchildren*
Bob and Linda Heerschap
Mavis K. Heller
   *In Memory of Kermit Heller and Mary Cash*
Dianne Helwig
   *In Honor of Ross & Betty Helwig for their upcoming 72nd wedding anniversary.*
Jane B. and Kenneth E. Herman
Pauline L. Hesbacher
Barbara M. Hess
Jeff and Lonna Hess
Kevin Hess
   *In Memory of Rachel Hess*
Nancy Hess
Jim and Jan Hickey
   *In Memory of our parents*
Linda and Melvin Hill
   *In Memory of Nancy and Ariel Eisenhauer*
James L. and Jacqueline Hinckley, Jr.
Josephine Hittle
   *In Memory of Kenneth Hittle*
Clair and Doris Hock
Terry and Patti Hock
   *In Memory of Holly Lea Hock*
Michael and Annette Hoffman
   *In Memory of Raymond and Betty Runge*
Claire Holdren
   *In Memory of my mother-Besse Adams*
Sybil L. Holloway
   *In Memory of Bannie L. Holloway*
Lydia Avis Hontz
   *In Honor of Racin Mason*
   *In Memory of my husband Ed*
Roxie S. Hontz
Helen L. Hopple and Family
   *In Memory of Lee C. Hopple*
Robert and Billee Horn
   *In Honor of Edna Mae Belles*
Bob and Nancy Houck
   *In Honor of our wonderful family*
Robert Hough
   *In Memory of Mollie Hough*
John B. and Paula M. Houston
Randy, Tina, Gabriela & Adrianna Howell
Jerry and Diane Huard
   *In Honor of our friends*
Diane S. Hubler
Diana and Bill Hughes
   *In Memory of Mary Roberts, and Julia and Bowman Hughes*
Max and Eugenia J. Humen
Francis and Barbara Hummel
   *In Honor of Larry and Wendy Quinton*
Joseph A. Hutchinson
Michael and Alice Hutnick
Independance Ford, Inc.
Louella S. Jackson
   *In Memory of my son, Randy Jackson*
Sue Jackson  
*In Memory of Carol Locke Endy and her mother, Claire E. Moore*

Grace Jaskiewicz  
*In Memory of Paul Core*

Brett and Anna Jeffreys  
*In Memory of Michael D. Jeffreys*

Barbara and Bob John  
*In Memory of Our Parents: Harold & Irene Kreischer, Paul and Mary John*

Brian and Marty Johnson

Daniel W. and Cathy L. Johnson  
*In Memory of Paul and Joann Johnson*

Jonestown United Methodist Church

Evelyn S. Kalanick  
*In Memory of Ted Stuban and John Stuban, II*

Gina and Tom Kapelewski

Kristen K. and Timothy S. Karr

Richard and Joann Karschner

Jane and Joe Kasenchant

*In Honor of Health Care Workers*

Wayne and Linda Kashner  
*In Memory of Dawn & Earl Kashner; Fay & Blaine Letterman*

Kathy, Monica and Mitch  
*In Memory of TR*

Gary L. Keck  
*In Memory of Margaret June Keck*

Joe and Cindy Kelley  
*In Memory of Linda and Rose Kelley*

John & Marilyn Kelly

David Killian  
*In Honor of Alan B. Shaffer*

*In Honor of Margery L. Killian*

Ruth Killian

Robert and Shirley Kimsal

Jack and Sharon Kindt  
*In Memory of our parents*

Sandra Kishbaugh  
*In Memory of husband Jim*

Edith, Alice and Kermit Kitchen  
*In Memory of Charles S. Kitchen*

Ronald Klein  
*In Memory of Carl Klein*

Dave Kline

Nancy Klink  
*In Memory of Joseph and Anna Metro*

Jason J. Knauer  
*In Memory of my cousin Brian Stanley and my Uncle John Hunsinger, Sr.*

Richard (Rick) E. Knorr  
*In Memory of Deceased Classmates of Berwick High School Class of 1967*

*In Honor of Andrea, Valerie, Jocelyn, Jeremy, Nick, Dan, Myles and Arlo*

Pastor Susan and Edward Knorr  
*In Memory of Reverend Charles and Lilian Hess*

Knouse Family  
*In Memory of Pete and Edith Ross*

Michael and Cindy Kocan

Doug and Nancy Koser  
*In Memory of Joseph Jarski*
Nancy Koser
  *In Memory of Julia Bardo*
Maryann Kovalewski
  *In Memory of Wayne Strausser*
Kreischer Family
  *In Memory of Charles Kreischer and Larraine Kreisher*
Bill & Donna Kreisher
Mary and Norman Kreisher
  *In Memory of Vincent Kreisher*
Dean and Jill Kriner
Dale and Ferne Soberick Krothe
  *In Memory of our parents*
Kulp United Methodist Church United Methodist Women
  *In Honor of Nancy Irons*
Margaret Kyttle
  *In Memory of My Husband*
Larcom Family
  *In Memory of Beverly Bafunno*
Mary Jo Larcom
Brandon Michael Lazar
Janet Lee
Howard W. and Nancy C. Leh
  *In Memory of Paula, Ramona and Monica*
Brian E. and Nancy A. Leighow
  *In Memory of Kenneth Leighow, Harriet Leighow, Donald Howell, Arlene Howell*
Ellen and Dennis Leighow
Ruth Lemons
  *In Memory of loved ones*
Bob & Cindy Lombard
Charles and Dorothy Long
  *In Memory of loved ones*
Emily and Brian Long
  *In Memory of James Long*
Ronald W. Long
  *In Memory of my wife Nancy*
Barry Lopashanski
  *In Memory of Nick & Mary Lopashanski*
Chris Lopes
  *In Memory of our parents*
Luschas, Naparsteck & Crane, LLP
Mr. and Mrs. Xuan Ly
  *In Honor of Anne Patterson*
Edward and Susan Maciejewski
  *In Memory of John and Irene Maciejewski*
  *In Honor of Edith Barton*
Patricia Mackey-Strock
  *In Honor of Barry Allen and Agnes Aicher*
Magee Foundation Fund
Drue Magee
Amy Malin
  *In Honor of Vernon and Sarah Malin*
Sarah and Vernon Malin
  *In Memory of our parents*
Al and Kathy Manganello
  *In Memory of Cody Amick, Mike Amick, and Teresa Frey*
Sally Manton
    *In Memory of Eudora Kile (Mother)*
Marr Development Inc.
    *In Memory of Matt Heidorn*
Robert M. and Rhonda E. Marut
    *In Memory of our parents-Leon and Mary Marut and Homer and Cecile Hughes*
G. Richard and Dolores E. Mayo
Joe and Marilyn McAfee
    *In Memory of Isabelle & Ralph Neyhard, Harriet & William Davis*
Joan McCarty and Keith Kocher
    *In Memory of Frank, Betty and Bud Kocher and Martha Lawler*
Jim & Melanie McCollum
    *In Memory of Ricky Thomas*
Dolores D. McCormick and Judy A. Keck
Nola McCormick
    *In Memory of Donald McCormick*
David and Karen McElwee
    *In Memory of Deceased loved ones*
Frank McGinty
Maureen and Richard McHenry
Clem, Sharon & Mati McIntyre
    *In Memory of all who have passed away in 2020*
McKee Family
    *In Memory of Wayne W. McKee*
Nancy & Kathleen McKenzie
    *In Memory of loved ones*
Merry Christmas from Rylan and Ava
Fred and Lisa Mercer
Yeshua ha Meshia
Joseph & Terri Meter
Dale F. Michael
    *In Memory of Wayne and Beverly Michael*
Rose Milbrodt
    *In Memory of Susan Milbrodt*
Eloise Miller
    *In Memory of Lewis Miller and Luanne Bankes*
Millville Lions Club
    *In Memory of Member Steve Smith*
Roseanne Minier
    *In Memory of the Minier, Montecalvo and Volpicelli families*
Lisa and Dave Mitchell
Jacob L. Moore
Susan Mordan
    *In Memory of Larry Mordan*
Rod and Elaine Morgan
    *In Memory of Tim, Lori, Peggy and Our Parents*
Sid and Janice Morgan
Mark and LeAnn Morrow
    *In Memory of Donald and Mary Morrow, Leroy N. Hippensteel*
Alison Mowery
    *In Memory of Bruce and Alice Mowery*
James E. and Grace E. Mowry
Mt. Zion UCC Ladies
Marilyn L. Muehlthof
    *In Memory of parents and In Honor of friends*
John S. and Katherine Mulka
  *In Memory of Larry and Mary*
Kathleen Mulligan
  *In Memory of Michael P. Shanoski*
Daniel Murphy
Tom and Kay Nazarchyk
  *In Memory of our parents*
Alan R. Neuner
David & Anita Nevius
  *In Memory of Jeanette Nevius*
Nifty Nine Lunch Bunch
  *In Memory of Sue Ruckle*
Numidia Valley Bible Fellowship
Amanda Nungessser
  *In Memory of Nick Mariano*
Kristin O'Rourke
Frank and Judy Ohl
Orangeville United Church Women's Guild
Orangeville United Methodist Church
Jeff and Joanne Osborne
Scott M. and Karen M. Osborne
Wendie B. and Terry A. Oxley
P-Nut Bowl, Monday Ladies League
William L. Padner, Ill, DMD
Pappy and Grammom
  *In Memory of Kyle Douthat*
Clark B. and Anne Patterson, Jr.
Paul, Larry and Judy
  *In Memory of Anna Rose Getz*
Mary R. Pelletier
Anthony T. Petrick
Margaret Pickin
  *In Memory of Jack*
Rita Pinamonti
  *In Memory of Raymond and Robert Pinamonti and Ron Yeager*
Pine Wesley United Methodist Church
Rich and Beth Pinterich
  *In Memory of Barre and Beth Pinterich, Luanne Bankes, Roger Bankes and Lew Miller*
Irv and Pat Post
  *In Memory of Michael Post*
Preceptor Delta Iota of Beta Sigma Phi
  *In Memory of our departed sisters*
Bob Quick
  *In Honor of Daniel and Kirby*
The Rager Family
  *In Memory of James Rager, Jr.*
William Rakauskas and Joyce Burnside
C. Daniel and Sandra Rarig
  *In Honor of grandchildren*
Anita M. Reber
Brad, Mitzie, Brady and Emily Reese
Deborah Reichard
  *In Memory of My Parents*
Dona and Gary Reichenbach
  *In Memory of our parents*
William E. Reinaker
   In Memory of Sharon Reinaker
Christina A. Renn
   In Honor of Shirley Trilinski
Phillip & Linda Resseguie
   In Memory of Harry & Darlene Martenas and Gaylord & Ruth Resseguie
Lynne Rhoads
   In Memory of Barry and Eric Rhoads
Jean Rhodes
   In Memory of Donnie
Miriam Rhody
Christine and Craig Richard
Richie & Roe
Rich Ridgway
Louise Roat
   In Memory of loved ones
Michael and Susan Rocci
Maryann Rogers
   In Memory of Jim Rogers
Mary and Carl Romanski
   In Memory of deceased Romanski, Piatt families
Robert and Emma Ross
Wayne L. and MaryAnn Rough
   In Memory of Jordan and Virginia Rough
Robert and Sandra Rupp
Michael and Connie Ryan
   In Honor of All Health Care Workers
Sandy and Joe
   In Honor of Patricia W. Gensemer
Ginger and Dave Saracino
   In Memory of Donna and Steve Gaito; two of the most loving, caring people we had the privilege of calling best friends
Vera Jane Schalles
   In Memory of Rodney Schalles and Zach Readler
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Scherer
   In Memory of loved ones
Arthur Search
   In Memory of Judy Search
Helen Seeley
Cheryl H. and Barry N. Seidel
The Shaffer Family
Kathy B. Sharrow
   In Memory of Roland Sharrow
The Shepards
Shirley L. and Melinda J. Coates
H. Shoemaker
Susan K. Shotwell
   In Memory of Joanne Beyer
Shukausky Family
   In Memory of Charlie Brayford
R. Shutt, III and Family
   In Honor of Loved ones Past and Present, God Bless
Dennis J. Sitler
   In Memory of Bruce Walters and Mary Ann Sitler
Douglas Sitler
   In Memory of Katherine L. Sitler
Susan Sitler  
*In Memory of William R. Powlus*

Gena and Doug Slusser  
*In Memory of Gene Diltz and Charles and Janet Slusser*

Sterling Slusser  
*In Memory of Penny Slusser by her husband Sterling Slusser*

Smith Family  
*In Memory of Randy*

Richard and Frances Smith

Anne E. and Joseph D. Snyder

Larry and Linda Sommers  
*In Memory of loved ones*

Pamela R. Sommers  
*In Memory of Florence and Ed Roth*

Dolly K. Sorce  
*In Memory of Steve Sorce*

South Centre Township Police Officers Association

St. Cyril and Meth Ukrainian Catholic Church

St. James Church

Parishioners of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church

Alan G. Stackhouse  
*In Memory of Herman and Winifred Stackhouse*

Janet L. Stair and Shawn H. Stair  
*In Memory of Cephas A. Stair*

Raymond Starr  
*In Memory of Raymond Starr, Jr.*

Jerry G. and Karen M. Stewart

Deborah J. Stewart

Steven and Linda Stiansen

Stillwater Christian Church

Donald and Barbara Stiner  
*In Memory of Flint Kressler-Flint was my first cousin and is sorely missed*

Stone United Methodist Church  
*In Honor of Stone United Methodist Church Congregation*

David L. and Dolores A. Stout  
*In Memory of our parents and grandparents*

Charlotte Vee Stuban and Kathy Ann Duda  
*In Memory of Ted Stuban and John Stuban, II*

Pat and Jane Sutton  
*In Memory of loved ones*

Alquin and Anita Swank  
*In Memory of W. Lewis Jones and Quenton and Janice Swank*

Peggy Telesky  
*In Memory of our deceased loved ones, Paul McMahan, Richard "Mickey" McMahan, Josephine Van Pelt, Ettemae Yodock, Lenny Telesky, Jr.*

Joann G. Temple  
*In Memory of Betty and Ralph Temple; mother and father; Brother Gerald; and Gram and Pap Welliver*

The Chimney Sweep Enterprises

The First Baptist Church of Berwick

The Tea Ladies

Murrel and Leda Thomas, Nicole Haught  
*In Memory of Ricky Murrel Thomas*

Tombasco Family

John J. and Margaret J. Trathen

Mary E. Travelpiece  
*In Honor of Granddaughters-Alyssa Kramer and Peyten Hack*
Patricia L. Tressler
   *In Memory of Gary and Dwayne Tressler*

Charles L. and Marlene H. Trotman

Nick Troychock
   *In Memory of George Halladay, Mary Gulick and Nana Ramos*

Pat and Earl Trump
   *In Memory of parents Lena and Allen Trump, brother John Trump, and son Frank Trump*

United Methodist Women of the Catawissa First UMC

Brian and Sherri Valencik
   *In Memory of our brothers, Tom Klinger and Kerry "Kirby" Valencik*

Brenda J. and Phillip L. Vaughn

Lucy Volpicelli
   *In Memory of Albert Volpicelli*

Melonie A. Wagner
   *In Memory of Leona Keller*

Sandra R. and John L. Walker

Waller United Methodist Women

Cheryl and Garry Wamser
   *In Memory of Bob & Mae Smith, Ed & Ruth Wamser*

Ronald Wary
   *In Memory of William & Audrey Wary*

Michael and Joyce Wasylkewicz
   *In Memory of Norma Crispell*

Bradley, Tina and Mitchell Watts
   *In Memory of James E. Calvert*

Harry and Milly Watts
   *In Honor of Mitchell C. Watts*

Georgine Weaver
   *In Honor of Mattive Brothers*

Mark and Diane Webb
   *In Memory of our deceased loved ones*

Lenora and Ronald L. Welliver

Mary Jane Wemple
   *In Memory of William P. Wemple by his wife*

Frances Wenner
   *In Memory of Robert Wenner*

Ruth E. Wenner
   *In Memory of Richard D. Wenner*

Wesley United Methodist Church Mission Team Fund

Wesley United Methodist Women

Mike & Pam Whalen
   *In Honor of Healthcare and First Responders*

The Whalen Family of Berwick

Donald Whitenight

Gina E. Whitenight
   *In Memory of My Parents, Sister and Son*

Robert W. Whitmoyer
   *In Memory of Dad-Roy Whitmoyer, Jr.; Brother-Keith R. Whitmoyer; Mom-Carmen Whitmoyer*

Bruce and Victoria Wilcox

Williams Family
   *In Memory of Moe, Betty and Ron Williams*

Donald A. and Marilyn E. Williams
   *In Memory of Pearle, Stanley and Kenny Livezey*

Julie and Charles Williams
   *In Memory of Dorothy & Ralph Williams*

Margaret Williams
The Wilson Family
   In Memory of Evan and Timothy Long
Dorothy Wilson
Franklin Wilson
Eugene and Marilyn Witherup
Lance A. Wolfe
Woody & Debbie Wolfe
   In Memory of Barbara Pursel Shoemaker; Cindy L. Pursel; Jim & Leona Pursel; Woody, Sr. & Audrey Wolfe
Kathi Womer
   In Memory of Helen and Carl Womer
Maureen Wood
   In Memory of Eric Wood
Dave and Deb Yablonski
Michele, Joselle, Joe Yalch & Families
   In Memory of Michael R Yalch
Rose Yalch, Michele, Joselle & Joe
   In Memory of June Villa Holti Cooke & Orterio Villa Jr
Harold and Betty Yaple
   In Honor of our children and grandchildren
Joseph Yatko
   In Memory of Margverite Lovecchio
Linda M. Yeager
   In Memory of Margaret and Paul Duttry, Tom and Helen Wilson, Betty and Morris Yeager and Charles Wilson
Ron and Cindy Yeager
   In Memory of Robert and Dorothy Burger and Robert and Anna Mary Yeager
Karen and Ken Yerges
   In Honor of Kevin, Brady, Gracie, and Matt
Linda Yerges
   In Memory of loved ones
Linda J. Yerges
Sandra and John Yocum
   In Memory of Stella & Robert Faust, Grace & Owen Yocum
Ruth K. Youmans
   In Memory of Michael with love
Craig & Dawn Young
Shirley D. Young
Robert P. Yount
   In Honor of Lois Yount
Zanna and Steven
Betty B. Zerfoss
George Zettlemoyer
Mary Ann Zeveney
   In Memory of Gerald Zeveney, father; Zane Unbewiest, friend; Charlotte Ickes, friend
William J. and Bette J. Zidek
   In Memory of our parents
Catherine Sue Zukowski
   In Memory of My Grandson, John Manning
Central Pennsylvania Youth Ministries Agency Fund

*GIFTS*
Berwick Health and Wellness Fund
Central PA Youth Ministries

C. K. Battram Fund *(new)*

*GIFTS*
Northway Industries, Inc.

Coach Michael C. Scala Scholarship Award

*GIFTS*
Marissa, Megan, and Mary Lou Scala

Columbia County Community Organizations Active in Disaster

*GIFTS*
Stellar Solutions Foundation, Christine Jenkins
   *In Memory of Margaret Malencore Ragno Crusan*
Stellar Solutions Foundation, Anne C. Pert

Columbia County Volunteers in Medicine Clinic Agency Non-Endowed Fund

*GIFTS*
Sherry and Melinda Valencik
   *In Memory of Alesia A. Derr*
   *In Memory of Rodney Edwards*

Columbia-Montour Council, Boy Scouts of America Agency Fund

*GIFTS*
Sherry and Melinda Valencik
   *In Memory of James "Jake" Valencik*

Community Giving Foundation Operating Fund

*GIFTS*
Cindy & Tom Allen & Family
Kimberly Andretta
Anonymous (55)
Anonymous
   *In Memory of Jack and Betty Watts*
Tim and Carol Apple
Diane Baker
Renee Beisswanger
Berwick Hospital Pooled, Inc. II
The Boerckel Family
Harold & Kay Brecht
Justine Bridge
Richard and Alison Briggs
Brighter Christmas Fund
John Bulger
Lisa Bump
The Burke Family
Rose Marie Casazza
Hon. Richard P. Cashman
Classmate/friend
The Conville Family
Linda Jean Cook
Rebecca Covert & Bob Bieber
Geoffrey Craven
Jane Curry
Jim and Bonnie Dailey
Barbara Dennen
George W. DePoe
Julie M. Dietz
Kayley J. Dillon
Donald D. Diltz
Frank & Kathy Edwards
Jen Ettinger
Family
Pamela Haddon Ford
Jane Strausser Foust
Dave, Susan, Annie and Jimmy Friel
Ms. Carolyn Haas
Halterman-Mitchell Family
Harry & Linda
Cathy Ann Hartzell
The Hayes Family
Marge Heintzelman
Jeff and Lonna Hess
Jean Hormell
Dr. Evan Houston
Julia, Lauren, Chet, and Sean
Kathy, Monica and Mitch

*In Memory of TR*

Kit and Cathy Kelley
John & Marilyn Kelly
Jean L. Knouse
Michael and Cindy Kocan
David Kovach
Robert Kuchta
Mary Jo Larcom
Brandon Michael Lazar
Ellen and Dennis Leighow
Cindy Line
Bob & Cindy Lombard
Barry Lopashanski
Francis J. Mahoney Family
Victor Marks
Marr Development Inc.
James M Mattucci MD
Joan McCarty and Keith Kocher
Maureen & Richard McHenry
Sharon K. McIntyre
Dale F Michael
Michele Minier
Sherwood T. Mohry
Josh Moore
Abigail Morrison
M. Holly Morrison
Alison Mowery
Daniel Murphy
David & Anita Nevius
Kristin O'Rourke
Mrs. Nancy K. O'Rourke
Jeff and Joanne Osborne
Colleen Ranney Ostrowski
The Otterbein Family
Larry and Judy Paul
Dr. Mary G. Petrick
Elaine & Mike Pongratz & DeMarco
Marianne L Pursell
Phillip & Linda Resseguie
Michael and Susan Rocci
Robert and Sandra Rupp
Trish Ruth
Kara G. Seesholtz
Kathy B. Sharrow
The Shepards
H. Shoemaker
Susan K. Shotwell
Dennis J. Sitler
Douglas Sitler
Smith Family
Eva and Chris Snee
Sybil Haddon Snee
Sheryl Sober
Sarah & Paul Sommer
Jason Stamm
Steven and Linda Stiansen
Ms. Lois M. Street
David and Beth Superdock
Tim
Mrs. Wendy S. Tripoli, Esquire
Bonnie and Jim Trump
Norm & Diana Verbeck
Visneski Funeral Home, Inc.
Conaley J. Visneski
Cheryl & Garry Wamser
Bradley, Tina and Mitchell Watts
Bruce & Victoria Wilcox
Julie & Charles Williams
Margaret Williams
Robert J. Wise, Jr.
Woody & Debbie Wolfe
Nicole Woll
Dave and Deb Yablonski
The Yevics Family
Ruth K. Youmans
Craig & Dawn Young
Zanna and Steven
George Zettlemoyer

Community Giving Foundation Pass Through Fund

GIFTS
Anonymous
Berwick Health and Wellness Fund
Robert W. Buehner, Jr.
Richard P. Cashman
Community Giving Foundation Pass Through Fund
Roger J. Davis and Family
  In Memory of Lanny Conner
First National Bank of Pennsylvania
Fulton Bank
Ken & Gerry Hart
Lance Kittleson
Dale and Ferne Soberick Krothe
M & T Bank
Jessica and Greg Martz
Mid Penn Bank
M. Holly Morrison
Northumberland National Bank
Joseph and Karen Scopelliti
Katie Simpson
Susquehanna Community Bank
Kevin Tanribilir
Kevin and Ivette Tanribilir
Weis Markets

Community Giving Foundation Program Fund

GIFTS
Berwick Health and Wellness Fund
Community Giving Foundation Program Fund
Hedrick Family Donor Advised Foundation Fund

Don Ruggerio Athletic Scholarship Fund

GIFTS
Alice and Andy Newberry

Dr. Mark C. Pyles Scholarship Fund (new)

GIFTS
Helen F. Pyles Revocable Trust
Eos Therapeutic Riding Center Agency Fund

*GIFTS*
Frank & Kathy Edwards  
Dr. Mark A. Jones and Dr. Sheila Dove Jones  
  *In Memory of Bill and Joan Jones*
Teresa J. McCormick  
  *In Memory of Sabrina (Englert) Bennett*

Goresh Family Donor Advised Fund

*GIFTS*
Mayo Funeral Home-Michael and Rosemary Goresh

Justin “Pete” Slusser Scholarship Fund

*GIFTS*
Anthony E.  
  *In Memory of Justin Slusser*
Friends of First Keystone Community Bank  
Friends of the Justin Slusser Scholarship Fund  
E. John and Kim McDonald  
Robert W. Hart & Son, Inc.

Karen Ferrigno Fund

*GIFTS*
The Ferrigno Family

Leland Stanford McKeeman and Dr. Chang Shub Roh Global Awareness Society International Agency Fund

*GIFTS*
Anonymous  
Global Awareness Society  
  *In Honor of Dr. Chang Shub Roh*
Global Awareness Society International  
  *In Honor of Dr. Chang Shub Roh*
Nancy Centlivre Neary

Luis A. Ramos Fund

*GIFTS*
Sharon, Jennifer M. and Gregory M. Ramos

Magee Foundation Fund *new*

*GIFTS*
Magee Foundation
Marilyn L. Muehlhof Donor Advised Fund

**GIFTS**
Marilyn Muehlhof

McBride Memorial Library Agency Fund

**GIFTS**
James and Jennifer Hyde

*Milton Area School District*

**Milton Area School District – Milton Panther Endowed Fund**

**GIFTS**
Phil and Kathleen Brautigam
R. Jeffrey Coup and LaCinda Betz Coup
Cathy S. Keegan
Gary Moser
Ann E. Trudnak
Brian T. Ulmer

*Milton Area School District*

**Milton Area School District – Milton Panther Non-Endowed Fund**

**GIFTS**
Anonymous (7)
Anonymous
- *In Memory of Joan (Russell) Frederick Milton Class of 1948*
Phil and Kathleen Brautigam
R. Jeffrey Coup and LaCinda Betz Coup
G. Michael Craig
Sharon Douton Craig
- *In Honor of Amanda Craig Bradley*
The DeLong Family
Virginia and David Edinger
Derrek Fink
Institute for Teaching and Leading, LLC
Dr. Cathy and Mr. Robert Keegan, Jr.
Daphne Kirkpatrick
Milton Area School District Administration
Milton Area SD - Milton Panther Endowed Fund
Milton Savings Bank
Norm Jones Media, LLC
- *In Honor of Avery, Benjamin, and Mac Jones*
N.R.G. Controls North, Inc.
Leocadia Paliulis
K. Barton and Joyce A. Reichard, Jr.
Kenneth Snyder
Stetler Family
The Coup Agency
Brian T. Ulmer
Dr. and Mrs. Brian Ulmer
North Berwick Athletic Association Agency Fund

*GIFTS*
Berwick Health and Wellness Fund
Community Giving Foundation Pass-Through Fund

Northway Industries Fund

*GIFTS*
Northway Industries, Inc.

Nurse-Family Partnership Pass Through Fund

*GIFTS*
Berwick Health and Wellness Fund
Evangelical Community Hospital

Patrick J. Mattucci Memorial Scholarship Fund

*GIFTS*
The Ferrigno Family
James M. Mattucci, Jr., MD
Jim and Judy Mattucci
Joseph Romano

Pennsylvania Council on Financial Literacy

*GIFTS*
Kish Bank

Regional Impact Fund

*GIFTS*
AmazonSmile
The Burke Family
  *In Honor of Monica, Johanna, Patricia and Christina Burke*
Roland M. and JoAnn M. Ferentz
Hedrick Family Donor Advised Foundation Fund
Ken and Cindy L. Holdren
First Keystone Community Bank
John and Jacqueline Kurelja
John Kurelja
Lincoln Investment
  *In Honor of Brad Warhurst*
Dr. M. Holly Morrison
Jack and Katherine Mulka
Network for Good
Ashley (Pete) B. and Janet S. Reasner
Lynda J. Schlegel-Culver
J. Donald and Joanne Steele, Jr.
Connie L. Tressler
Susy L. Wiegand
Robert Baillie Memorial Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
William M. and Carolyn J. Baillie

Robert J. Wise Family Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
Robert J. Wise, Jr.

Robin Buehner Kindness Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
Walter A. Hoffman II

Ronald L. Garrison Memorial Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
Lydee A. Garrison
Jeffrey M. Helsel
Kelly Kressler

R. Scott Kohler Memorial Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
Mary Ann Donnelly
  *In Honor of JoAnn Kohler’s Birthday*
JoAnn Kohler and Rhonda Gilbert
  *In Memory of Ronald Scott Kohler*
  *In Memory of Francis Edward Kreski, Helen and Nick Bressi, and Ami Marion Kirk*
Judson and Carol Weiss

Shamokin Area School District

Shamokin Area Education Foundation Agency Non-Endowed Fund

**GIFTS**
AOAA ATV Park
Housing and Redevelopment Insurance Exchange
Mary T. Komara
Mary Teresa Komara
LCBC
NCAOAAA-N.E. Toyota Overland Club
Cathy Pancher

Sharon “Cheri” Spohrer Memorial Scholarship Fund

**GIFTS**
Suzanne L. McDonald
**Shikellamy School District**

**Shikellamy School District – The Braves Foundation**

**GIFTS**
- AdOne Advertising and Design
- Marian K. Anderson-Danner
- F. Robert and H. Jane Barnasconi
- Robert and Pamela Barni
  - *In Memory of Brett Misavage*
- Jennifer L. Harding and Jason S. Bendle
- Geoffrey Craven
  - *In Honor of All the staff keeping our kids safe during the Pandemic*
- Friends of Shikellamy School District
- Thomas A. and Mary L. Hepner
- Klacik & Associates, P.C.
- Lackawanna College-Sunbury Center
- Pfeiffer-Naginey Insurance
- Service 1st Federal Credit Union Fund
- The Daily Item
- The Northumberland National Bank
- Heather L. and Greg A. Underkoffler
- Viking Motors
- Jeffrey W. and Gretchen P. Walter
- Wendy K. and Roger V. Weist II
- Wiest, Muolo, Noon, Swinehart and Bathgate
- William J. and Ann M. Roll Foundation

**Steven Mark Nastelli Scholarship Fund**

**GIFTS**
- Robert Kuchta
- Elizabeth A. Nastelli
- Nescopeck Faculty and Staff
  - *In Memory of Nancy Lewis*

**Stuart Tank Memorial Association Agency Fund**

**GIFTS**
- David Kovach
- McKonly & Asbury LLP
- Thomas McLaughlin
- North Berwick Hunting and Fishing Club
  - *In Memory of Paul Canouse*
- Stuart Tank Memorial Association, Inc.
- Joanne Wise

**The Beyond Cajun Thivierge Fund**

**GIFTS**
- First Columbia Bank and Trust Co.
- Ken Pollock Ford Lincoln
- Pave-It Inc.
- Seidels Mardi Gras
The Mary Fund

*GIFTS*
Mary Louise and Giovanni Bellingeri
Douglas and Diana Freyberger

Veteran’s Memorial of Columbia County Fund

*GIFTS*
Boondockers 4X4 Club Inc.

*In Honor of All Veterans*

Walter M. Brasch Scholarship Fund

*GIFTS*
Rosemary Brasch
Creative Freedom Solutions LLC
William Frost

*Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)*

WREF – Academics

*GIFTS*
The Yevics Family

*Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)*

WREF – Defender Fund

*GIFTS*
Theresa Bartholomew
Jeremy Betz
Alicia Bishop
Shannon Brown
Heather Burke
Jan Clemens
Pamela Cooper
Thomas R. and Gail V. Deans
Tiffany Deremer
Jennifer Earnest
Michelle Ebner
Alison Fortunato
Natalie Gordner
Olivia Hendershot
Melissa Hessel
Charles A. and Holly L. Kyle
Andrea Landis
Amy Liberatore
Christopher Long
Candy McCormack
Dawn McManus
Bradley Newlin
Ryan Pelletier
Carrie E. Prill
Barry K. Rake-Class of 1960
Kathy Raker
Joel Ryder
Joyce Schaeffer
Megan Seymore
Alicia Shaffer
Sandra Smith
Carrie Vitko
Jennifer Walter
Marc Walter
Brandon White

Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)
Eiderson S. and Phyllis E. Biddle Scholarship Fund
GIFTS
Robert L. and Paulette B. Furman

Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)
Jack Zeigler Memorial Scholarship Fund
GIFTS
Allianz-Argus
Patti and Thomas Benton
Bob and JoAnn Bridge
David & Janet Zeigler and Family
Mr. Dennis M. Zeigler
Holly S. Zeigler

Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)
John E. Corman Scholarship Fund
GIFTS
Estate of John E. Corman

Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)
Linda McNeal Scholarship Fund (new)
GIFTS
B.Z. Motors Chrysler, Inc.
The Boerckel Family
The Bogle's
Rebecca Covert & Bob Bieber
Family
Joseph S. and Sarah E. Kowalski
John and Jacqueline Kurelja
Marianne L Pursell
Warrior Run Community Education Foundation
Holly S. Zeigler
**Warrior Run Education Foundation (WREF)**

**William S. and Virginia L. Hartman Family Scholarship Fund**

**GIFTS**
William and Dorothy Hartman
Trinity United Church of Christ